
Working Definitions: 

NOTE: ALL RATINGS ARE BASED ON A SCALE FROM 1.0 TO 5.0, WITH 5.0 BEING THE STRONGEST AND 1.0 BEING THE WEAKEST (DECIMAL VALUES 

ARE ALLOWED FOR PLAYERS YOU FEEL HAVE ABILITIES WHICH FALL BETWEEN TWO WHOLE NUMBER VALUES) 

SPEED:  How quick is the player?  How quick is that player to the play? How quick is that player to make a play once there? 

KICKING (Passing):  Does the player kick or pass in a well-timed manner, and is the ball placed correctly?  Is the player’s kick strong, or weak?  Is 

the player’s kick accurate or wild? 

BALL CONTROL:  Does the player have the ability to use various parts of the body to manage the ball?  How well does the player maintain 

possession of the ball? 

DEFENSE:  Given that most players know how to go forward to attack, does the player know how to come back when possession is lost?  

Recover?  Mark up?  Concentrate and regain possession? 

TEAMWORK:  Does the player respect and encourage others?  Does the player know when to attack, and when to drop back to defend?  Is the 

player willing to try to learn other positions? 

ENDURANCE:  Does the player have the ability to withstand the demands of the game?  Can the player keep up that level of play throughout the 

entire game? 

ASSERTIVENESS:  Does the player stay focused on the game?  Is the player attentive?  Does the player react to changing situations in the game?-

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

NOTE:  You may let the spreadsheet do the following math for you, or, if you wish, you may do it yourself. 

TOTAL:  Add all of the ratings for one player together 

AVERAGE:  Divide that Total by 7 

RATING:  Multiply that Average by 100 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Best Position:  At which position (if any) did the player, in your eyes, seem to excel?  Which position was the player’s favorite? 

Goalkeeper:  Did the player excel at the position of goalkeeper?  Did the player “like” the position of goalkeeper? 


